This paper studies the transmission strategy for a cognitive radio (CR) that operates under spectrum sharing with a primary radio (PR). It is assumed that the CR transmitter is equipped with multi-antennas and thereby transmit beamforming and power control are jointly deployed to balance between the interference avoidance at the PR terminals and the throughput maximization of the CR link. We name such an operation as cognitive beamforming (CB). Unlike the prior study on CB that assumes perfect knowledge on the interference channels over which the CR transmitter interferes with the PR terminals, in this paper we remove this assumption and propose a practical CB scheme by utilizing a new idea of effective interference channel, which can be efficiently learned/estimated at the CR transmitter from the received PR signals. Interestingly, it is shown that the proposed CB scheme based on the effective interference channel achieves a capacity gain for the CR over the conventional scheme based on the exact channel knowledge, when the PR terminals are also equipped with multi-antennas but do not operate in a full spatial multiplexing mode. Furthermore, due to the finite learning time for the effective interference channel, we show that there exists a general learning-throughput tradeoff associated with the practical CB, for which we determine the optimal learning time to maximize the CR link throughput.
INTRODUCTION
Cognitive radio (CR) has recently drawn intensive attention from both academic and industrial communities. There are three basic operational models of the CR known in the literature, namely, Interweave, Overlay, and Underlay (see, e.g., [1] and references therein). Interweave method is also known as opportunistic spectrum access (OSA), whereby the CR transmits over the spectrum allocated to an existing primary radio (PR) when the PR transmission is detected to be off, while Overlay and Underlay methods allow the CR to transmit simultaneously with the PR. Overlay method is based upon the "cognitive relay" idea introduced in [2] , while Underlay method regulates the interference power level at the PR receiver resulted from the CR transmission to be below a threshold, also known as the "interference temperature".
In this paper, we focus our study on the Underlay paradigm for the CR. In particular, we are concerned with the case where the CR transmitter is equipped with multi-antennas so that it can deploy joint transmit beamforming and power control to effectively balance between avoiding the interference at the PR terminals and maximizing the throughput of the CR link. This operation is named as cognitive beamforming (CB). In [3] , both optimal and suboptimal CB schemes were presented under the assumption that the CR transmitter knows perfectly the channels over which it interferes with the PR terminals. In contrast, in this paper we propose a practical CB scheme, which does not require any prior knowledge on the CR to PR channels. Instead, the proposed scheme utilizes a so-called effective interference channel, which is learned/estimated at the CR transmitter via periodically listening to the PR's transmissions.
The main results of this paper constitute two parts. In the first part, we characterize the conditions under which the effective interference channel is sufficient for the CR transmitter to remove the effect of its interference to the primary transmissions, under the assumption of perfect channel learning. In addition, we show that when the PR terminals are also equipped with multi-antennas but do not operate in a full spatial multiplexing mode, the practical CB scheme based upon the effective interference channel is superior over the conventional scheme [3] utilizing the exact channel knowledge. In the second part, we consider an imperfect effective interference channel estimation over finite learning time, and show that there in general exists a learning-throughput tradeoff associated with the practical CB, pertinent to time allocations between channel learning and data transmission. We determine the optimal learning time for the effective interference channel to maximize the CR's link throughput.
Notation: Tr(S) and |S| denote the trace and the determinant of a square matrix S, respectively, and S 0 means that S is a positive semi-definite matrix. Diag(x) denotes a diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements given by x. For a general matrix M , M T and M H denote the transpose and conjugate transpose of M , respectively, and Rank(M ) denotes its rank. The distribution of a circular symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) vector with mean x and covariance matrix Σ is denoted by CN (x, Σ). (·) Fig. 1 . The coexisting PR and CR links.
SYSTEM MODEL
The system of interest is shown in Fig. 1 as decoding matrix at PR 1 and B 2 ∈ C d1×M2 as decoding matrix at PR 1 .
It is assumed that PR 1 and PR 2 are both oblivious to the existence of the CR, while the CR is aware of the PR and furthermore protects the PR transmissions. Let H ∈ C Mr×Mt denote the CR channel, G j ∈ C Mj ×Mt denote the interference channel from CR-Tx to PR j , j = 1, 2. Let the transmit precoding matrix of CR-Tx be denoted by a full-rank matrix A CR ∈ C Mt×dCR , where d CR ≤ M t , and d CR = Rank(S CR ), with S CR denoting the transmit covariance matrix of CR-Tx, i.e., S CR A CR A H CR . In [3] , the optimal CB scheme to design S CR has been studied by assuming the perfect knowledge on H, G 1 , and G 2 at CR-Tx. In this paper, we remove the assumption of any prior knowledge on G 1 and G 2 for the CB design, as motivated by the following practical considerations: Since CRs and PRs usually belong to different legitimate systems, it is 1 The results of this paper hold similarly for the case where F T instead of F H is used to represent the reverse channel of F .
unlikely that PRs will use dedicated resources such as feedback to make G 1 and G 2 known to CR-Tx. Consequently, it seems that the only possible way for CR-Tx to learn some knowledge on these channels is by listening to the PR transmissions, under the assumption of reciprocity of channels between CR-Tx and PR j 's. However, there are critical issues related to this approach. First, what CR-Tx can possibly estimate is indeed the "effective" channel G H j A j from PR j , j = 1, 2, instead of the actual interference channels G j 's. Second, if CR-Tx designs S CR based on the estimated channels G H j A j 's, it is unclear whether the resultant interference power levels at PR j 's can be properly controlled since the transmitted signals from CR-Tx experience the equivalent channel B j G j to PR j , which is different from G H j A j in general. In this paper, the above issues will be carefully addressed to make the CB design implementable in reality.
EFFECTIVE INTERFERENCE CHANNEL
Suppose that prior to data transmission, CR-Tx first listens to the frequency band of interest for PR transmissions over N symbol periods. The received baseband signals can be represented as
where j = 1 if n ∈ N 1 , and j = 2 if n ∈ N 2 , with N 1 , N 2 ⊆ {1, . . . , N} denoting the time instants when PR 1 transmits to PR 2 and PR 2 transmits to PR 1 , respectively, and N 1 ∩N 2 = ∅ due to the assumed TDD mode; t j (n)'s are the encoded signals (prior to power control and beamforming) for the corresponding PR j , and for convenience it is assumed that t j (n)'s are independent over n's and E[t j (n)(t j (n)) H ] = I dj ×dj , j = 1, 2, while these assumptions are not essential for the proposed scheme in this paper; z(n)'s are the interdependent CSCG random noises with zero-mean elements and the covariance matrix ρ 0 I Mt×Mt . It is reasonable to assume that PR j will transmit with a constant probability, α j < 1, during the observation period. Note that
The signal model in (1) can be equivalently rewritten as
T . The covariance matrix of the received signals at CR-Tx is then obtained as
where
is the covariance matrix due to only the signals from PR j 's. Practically, only the sample covariance matrix can be obtained at CR-Rx, which is expressed aŝ
From law of large number (LLN), it is easy to verify that Q y → Q s + ρ 0 I with probability one as N → ∞. 
In the following parts of this paper, practical CB schemes based on the above effective interference channel instead of the actual PR to CR channels will be studied. First, we will consider the ideal case where the estimation of Q s is perfect, i.e.,Q s = Q s in (6), in Section 4. Then, we will consider the more practical case where Q s is not perfectly estimated due to the finite value of N in Section 5.
COGNITIVE BEAMFORMING WITH PERFECT CHANNEL LEARNING
In this section, we design the CR precoding matrix, A CR , based on the perfectly estimated effective interference channel. Our main goal is to show the following conditions, which, if satisfied by practical system parameters, will guarantee that there will be no adverse effects of the concurrent CR transmission to the PR transmission. 
Condition 4.1 means that Span(A
where Span(X) denotes the subspace spanned by the rows of X. Note that A H j G j and B j G j may not have the same size, and A H j and B j may differ from each other for j = 1, 2. Therefore, the validity of the above condition needs to be examined. In the following, we provide two typical transmission schemes for the PR with multi-antennas to illustrate the validity of Condition 4.1. [4] [4] .
Example 4.1 Spatial Multiplexing: When the PR channel is unknown at the transmitter but known at the receiver, spatial multiplexing with equal power levels and rate values assigned to each transmit antenna is usually deployed (e.g., the V-BLAST or space-time coding
Proof: 
is orthogonal to V . We are now ready to present the general form of the practical CB that has no effect to the PR transmissions under Condition 4.1 as [5] A CR = U C 1/2 CR (7) where C 1/2 CR ∈ C (Mt−d eff )×dCR , and C CR satisfies that C CR 0 and Tr(C CR ) = Tr(S CR ) ≤ P CR , with P CR denoting the transmit power of CR-Tx. From (7), it follows that the problem for designing A CR becomes equivalent to designing C CR over an equivalent channel HU , subject to transmitpower constraint Tr(
Transmit with CB T − τ τ Fig. 2 . Proposed CR transmission protocol.
e., the total number of antennas of PR j 's is larger than M t , while the total number of transmit data streams over both transmit directions between PR 1 and PR 2 is smaller than M t . This occurs when, e.g., M 1 = M 2 = M and PR j 's do not operate in a full spatial multiplexing mode, i.e., d 1 < M and d 2 < M. In this case, CB based on G eff has min(M t − d eff , M r ) spatial dimensions to transmit, while the conventional CB in [3] utilizing the exact channels G 1 and G 2 to null the interference at both PR 1 and PR 2 does not have any spatial dimensions to transmit since M t ≤ M 1 +M 2 . Therefore, we observe that the proposed CB based on the effective interference channel can be superior over the conventional CB utilizing the exact channel knowledge, when the PR terminals are also equipped with multi-antennas but do not operate in a full spatial multiplexing mode.
COGNITIVE BEAMFORMING WITH IMPERFECT CHANNEL LEARNING
In this section, we will study the effect of imperfect effective interference channel learning/estimation due to a finite sample size N on the performance of CB. Consider the following two-phase transmission protocol for the CR as shown in Fig.  2 . Each block transmission of duration T is divided into two consecutive sub-blocks. During the first sub-block of duration τ , the effective interference channel is estimated; during the second sub-block of duration T − τ , CR transmits using CB derived from the estimated effective channel. For a given T , intuitively, a larger value of τ is desirable from the perspective of effective channel estimation, while a smaller τ is favorable in terms of the achievable CR throughput that is proportional to (T − τ )/T . Therefore, there exists a learning-throughput tradeoff for the proposed CB scheme. In this section, we will formally characterize such a tradeoff. From (7), the transmitted signal at CR-Tx is expressed as where τ * g maximizes the function expressed below over the interval of τ ∈ [0, T ),
with f (z) being defined as
Note that it can be shown that g(τ ) is a continuous, differentiable, and concave function of τ , and thus τ * g can be easily obtained by, e.g., the Newton method. Also note that the optimal solution for x i 's in (13) can be obtained by the standard "water-filling (WF)" algorithm [8] . Fig. 3 shows the CR throughput given by (9) as a function of τ for the CB in the case of imperfect effective channel estimation. It is assumed that M t = 6, M r = 3, M 1 = 4, and M 2 = 2; eigenmode transmission is considered for the PR with d 1 = d 2 = 2; all the channels involved are randomly generated from the standard Rayleigh fading distribution; and P CR = 100. Both theoretical (assumingÛ is equal to the true value of U ) and numerical (Û is taken as a function of τ ) results on the CR throughput are shown, and they are observed to agree with each other, which validates the assumption previously made on ignoring the effect of τ onÛ . We also observe that the CR throughput for γ = 0.2 and γ = 0.6 start to merge when τ is sufficiently large so that P CR becomes more dominant over γτ in the CR transmit power constraint. However, the maximum CR throughput is observed to increase with γ because when the PR can tolerate more interference powers, the optimal learning time can be reduced, which in turn, increases the CR throughput.
CONCLUSION
Cognitive beamforming (CB) is a promising technology to enable spectral-efficient CR transmission with guaranteed interference power control at PRs. The main challenge for implementing CB in practice is how to obtain the channel knowledge between CR transmitter and PRs. In this paper, we propose a new concept of effective interference channel, which can be easily learned at CR transmitter by listening to the primary transmissions. Utilizing the effective interference channel, we design a practical CB scheme to minimize the effect of the leakage interference power on the primary transmissions. It is shown that under perfect channel learning, CB based on the effective interference channel can perform even better than that based on the actual channels in terms of CR channel capacity, when PRs have multi-antennas but do not transmit over all available spatial dimensions. Furthermore, we propose a two-phase transmission protocol for the CR to support the proposed CB scheme, and show that with a finite sample size for channel learning, there exists an optimal learning time to maximize the CR throughput.
